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Solicitude 

The Abbots’ Letters of Reflection 

 
The Monastery  

 
The true monastery was not dependent on the enclosure of walls.  It was, rather, a quality of consciousness or a 
state of heart that involved daily commitment to maintain an inner aloneness—that place where God and soul 

dwell in intimacy.  Beverly Lanzetta 
 
 

hat is a monastic?  Students of Christian history will recognize Anthony of Egypt (253-356) as the 

first Christian monk.  Anthony left community behind in order to live alone in the wilderness for 

purposes of prayer and fasting.  Yet, the pattern of withdrawal into the desert by Jews and 

Christians runs from Moses to the Hebrew prophets to the Essenes to John the Baptist to Paul and to unnamed 

second century communities of Christian “virgins” (yes, “virgins,” look it up!), all before Anthony’s time.  

Yeshua’s “40 days” in the wilderness is symbolic of this pattern of withdrawal.  And, of course, Muhammad at a 

turning point of his life went into the desert to pray on a regular basis.  Each monk in the Oriental Orthodox 

Order in the West has established a rule which, among other things, involves daily, weekly, and periodic or 

permanent withdrawals from the world, although the forms differ widely in these individual rules.  In the survey 

that the abbots administered to the Order in 2015, 29% of the monks indicated that they had entered into a 

monastic or intentional community over a sustained period of their lives.  

During the roughly 1,700 years of Christian experimentation with monastic forms, the practice of withdrawal has 

varied widely.  From the eremitic (desert) experiments where isolation was extreme to the cenobitic 

(community-based) attempts where the solitaires were with others, contemplatives have withdrawn in order to 

 W



devote themselves more fully to the Transcendent.  As time went on, the most common practice of withdrawal 

was into a monastery.  Think Benedictines, Augustinians, Carmelites, and others who withdrew from society 

together.  The most common notion today of a monk is one who lives in a monastery.    

One of our monks, Sister Linda Elston, is a member of the Episcopal Order of Saint Helena in North Augusta, 

South Carolina where she and her sisters exercise in community the vows of poverty, chastity, and obedience. 

Helena, the mother of the Roman emperor Constantine, found the “true cross” which is now housed at Saint 

Peter’s Basilica in Rome.  The mission of the Saint Helena community is to “show forth Christ through a life of 

monastic prayer, hospitality, and service.”   

The priory at Ellwood is a cenobitic form of monasticism with living quarters, refectory (dining room), chapter 

house (classroom), guest quarters, and chapel for residents and for guests.  Those who live at Ellwood share 

some of their work and expenses.  (By the way, several properties at Ellwood are available for monks of the 

Order who would be interested in withdrawal on a permanent basis in this borderlands region of North East 

Texas where the cross-timbers of the South meet the grasses of the Great Plains.)   

Abbots Ron and Karen live at Way of the Wolf retreat center in the beautiful Texas hill country surrounded by 

whitetail deer and Longhorn cattle.  Retreatants (modern day pilgrims) arrive at their guest ranch for silence, 

rest, spiritual direction, and retreat each week.  Monks Emily and Gary O’Conner own property near Paris, Texas 

that they are developing into a community-based enclave.  Sister Alice Despard (along with her husband 

Stewart) own a bed and breakfast in Connecticut where guests are welcomed into their home on a regular basis.  

So, some of us have developed practices of withdrawal within some form of community. 

68% of the monks in our Order live in individual units with a spouse or partner (some of these with children or 

aging parents).  36% are divorced, widowed, or single.  Our typical domiciles are in urban or suburban 

neighborhoods, although not exclusively so.  Since 71% of us are employed in full-time work, sustained 

withdrawal (for weeks or longer) only occurs only during vacations or sabbaticals.  Along with my brother Jim 

Kennedy, I visited Christ of the Desert Monastery near Abiqui, New Mexico for 5 days in June of this year.  This 

50-year-old monastery is one of a dozen Benedictine monasteries throughout the world. What I found most 

helpful to my cultivation of solitude—as I entered into the Benedictine rhythm of prayer, work, and lectio 

divina—was the fact that Jim along with about 30 Benedictine monks and 15 guests were all cultivating solitude 

with me.  This is paradoxical—our need for community as we withdraw. 

So what is a monastic?  Certainly, the element of “withdrawal” from society is germane to this religious 

vocation; the English word “monk” derives from the Greek “monachos” meaning single or solitary.  In taking up 

vows as a monk, we have chosen to “maintain an inner aloneness,” as Lanzetta expresses it in the quote above.  

This is what we share with Saint Anthony and with Saint Benedict.  And isn’t this what we share, among other 

things, with Yeshua and with his mentor John the Baptist?  And with Yeshua’s spiritual teachers -- Moses and 

Elijah -- who withdrew into the desert? 

In my talk to the Order at the Gathering last spring, I presented a synopsis of what is called “New Monasticism” 

and suggested ways that the Oriental Orthodox Order in the West fits in with this phenomenon in America.  One 

characteristic of “New Monasticism” according to Sociologist W. J. F. Keenan is that it is “borderless and global.”  

Our Order is, of course, un-cloistered and geographically dispersed.   Our communal experience with fellow 



monks is, therefore, irregular and, at times, difficult to sustain.  (Not that our monks are difficult, mind you!)  We 

have a warm and loving community but our distance from each other means that we may go months or even 

years, at times, without seeing each other.  (Unless, we’re on Facebook!!)  If a monk misses the Gathering or is 

unable to attend Wisdom School or weekend intensives, he or she can quickly lose touch.  Your practice of 

aloneness may, at times, seem truly ALONE.   

The Franciscans (sometimes called “contemplatives in the market place”) bear similarities to monastics in our 

Order.  Some of you are familiar with the Missions of San Antonio (now a World Heritage site) where in the early 

1700s, Spanish Franciscans established 5 missions along the San Antonio River.  In all, 28 Franciscan missions 

were established in Texas during the colonial period with one or two friars posted at each station.  These 

Franciscan friars withdrew from their own country and established themselves in the Texas wilderness where 

they engaged a daily office of prayer and worship as they worked alongside Native Americans in farming and 

textiles.  They must have gotten lonely, at times, since travel to see fellow friars in other missions or travel back 

to Spain was difficult.  I recently visited the ruins of the San Antonio missions and thought about how our 

monastic work is similar to these un-cloistered “contemplatives in the market place.”  Working in both ecclesial 

and secular professions, the monks of the Oriental Orthodox Order in the West are engaged in the “market 

places” of art, business, education, health care, and ministry often at far distances from other monks.  Like our 

Franciscan brothers and sisters, we withdraw daily into prayer and solitude while as we engage in daily 

responsibilities and enterprises. 

What is a monastic?  Standing in the tradition of the Christian contemplative experience, we are monastic in that 

we are committed to withdrawal—withdrawal into the vertical dimensions of existence and withdrawal from 

the horizontal realms of daily affairs.  This we have vowed to do in daily, weekly, and seasonal rhythms.  The 

Christian tradition more so that the Jewish or the Muslim has experimented with a variety of contemplative 

modalities.  The Oriental Orthodox Order in the West is one of these experiments in the Church’s long history.  

One of the challenges for monastics who are not cloistered (and that would surely have included types like the 

Desert Fathers and Mothers and the Franciscans) is the maintenance of the discipline of withdrawal without the 

accountability that comes from living together.  Indeed, our survey indicated that “the need for community” and 

“the need for discipline” were the highest ranked needs for monks in the Order.  I would suggest that these two 

needs are related since community provides accountability for the practice of our contemplative disciplines.  

Simply put, we need both—community and discipline— to thrive as monastics. 

I challenge you to seek multiple ways to engage our community so that you help your fellow monks to be 

accountable to their calling of withdrawal.  Of course, attending weekend intensives, wisdom schools, or the 

annual Gathering are very important.  But, also, consider asking a fellow monk on a regular basis how their 

“work” is proceeding.  You are not intruding when you do this.  And seek out a fellow monk who is willing to ask 

you about your practice.  You need this.  Become priests to each other.  Be curious about each other.  Learn.  

The simple act of being aware of what a fellow monk does contemplatively on a daily basis will help that monk 

sustain his or her practice.  Let’s help each other in our daily commitment to maintain an inner aloneness.   

                                                                                         ~~  Blake Burleson (Abbot) 


